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WEDNESDAYS

MARCH 7, 14, 21, 28

12:30 – 3:30

“Every sunrise is an invitation for us to arise and brighten someone’s
day.” Richelle E. Goodrick Smile Anyway
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When I see the variety and creativity of our
paintings as we hang them at Central Market, I’m reminded of what
an amazing thing a finished, framed painting is.
Our paintings are a little piece of us. They offer our personal vision
of the world, the way we see things. We put our heart and soul into
our paintings, and in a way they’re very personal. Displaying a
painting makes us vulnerable.
A completed painting reveals our creative process, our technical
ability, and our design skills. We strive to bring our very best to our
paintings, and they become our offering to the world.
The signature of the artist says, “This is mine. I have birthed this
painting and I take responsibility for its creation.” Our signatures are
unique and deeply personal.
The matting and framing of the painting also make a statement:
“This painting deserves a dignified setting and a protective home.” A
frame is the artist’s way of making sure a child has a raincoat and
galoshes when sending them to school on a rainy day.
A painting isn’t really finished until it’s signed and framed (and, we
hope, purchased and hanging on someone’s wall!). When you finish
your painting, I hope you feel a great sense of reward and
accomplishment when you sign, frame (and sell) your work of art.

Sketches By Sefton
by Vice President Nancy Sefton

Sketches From Sefton

Who Are We?
Looking through some notes from long-ago art classes, I came across those from a teacher who
claimed that when we paint, we take on three important roles. First, we're "shape makers". A piece
of art is a collection of shapes, she explained. It doesn't matter if the style is realistic, impressionistic,
or really far out...it's still a lot of shapes. She suggested that we try to avoid shapes that are: (1)
perfect squares, such as a barn seen from the side, (2) perfectly round, such as a tree with foliage
that fits exactly into a circle, and (3) triangles with 2 equal sides, like a distant mountain with its peak
exactly centered. In other words, give our shapes depth and variety.
Well, that's food for thought (I must admit I haven't thought about it recently, but it makes
sense.) Secondly, as artists we are "symbol collectors." And this refers more specifically to
watercolors. In the hands of many artists, this medium encourages a fresher, more casual style that
lacks laborious attention to detail. In other words, the subjects we paint are only symbols of
something more real. Instead of trying to mimic a camera, i.e. reporting something exactly, we're
creating an impression of it, free of all the minute details.
Third, we're" entertainers". (Hey, whether you know it or not, you're in "show-biz!") In our paintings,
shapes, colors and values obviously need some variety. Think of a symphony: variations occur in
pitch, duration, and timing, as well as sounds from all those different instruments. Otherwise, music
is boring. A painting entertains by exhibiting a variety of colors, intensities, values, and textures.
Anyway, that's what one teacher had to say. Now, all we have to do is give it some thought, and then
give it a try.
________________________________________________________________________________

Free Glass For Framing
Nancy Sefton is giving away sheets of glass (never used) for framing, many sizes (up to 16 x 20),
including odd ones. She has a glass cutter for custom sizing. If interested, let her know at a PAL
meeting, or contact her at nrsefton@comcast.net, 360-779-5418.

Current Exhibits and Sales
Poulsbo City Hall ~ various members ~ Contact: Nancy Sefton

We've been asked by the Mayor to
report any changes in City Hall hangings, should you sell a painting and replace it. The City Hall staff needs
an accurate inventory on file. So please report to Kati Diehl at the 3rd floor desk, or leave a note, with your
name and the titles of the works involved. You may also email her: kdiehl@cityofpoulsbo.com.

Central Market in Poulsbo ~ various members ~ Contact: Richard Daugherty or Maggie Huft. Ildiko
Leaky and Liz Haney had recent sales at Central Market.
Jak’s ~ various members ~ Contact: Mary Saurdiff and Marge Keeton.
Edward Jones Building~ various members ~ Contact: Shar DuFresne
Poulsbo Library ~ various members ~ Contact: Maggie Huft, Libby Anderson
Nancy Sefton sold several paintings at her winter exhibit at the Poulsbo Athletic Club.
Ildiko Deaky has her work on display at Liberty Bay Gallery in Poulsbo, on an ongoing basis.
Liz Haney is at Eastern Wind Glass Studio, 2604 Burwell, Bremerton, with cards and small paintings.
Kathy Pipo-Jeffers has her work on display at the Art SLAM gallery in Silverdale.
Maggie Huft had her nude painting accepted for the Jan-Feb juried show at Collective Visions
Gallery (CVG)
**If you are exhibiting anywhere and would like to have it listed here, you need to let the
secretary know at least by the last week of the month. Also – if you have a show that closes,
please let me know so I can remove it from the newsletter.

Venue

Collect Art

Hang Art

Return Art

Central Market

April 18

April 21

April 25

Jak’s

TBA

TBA

TBA

Edward Jones

TBA

TBA

TBA

Poulsbo Library

April 25

April 27

Current show 4/18

City Hall
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Art Opportunities
.Art

Opportunities by PAL Members at the Poulsbo Recreation Department

Watercolor Classes
Donna Russell will be teaching beginning themed watercolor class at Poulsbo Parks and Recreation
Animals (March 7-28)
Intermediate Watercolor
Nancy Sefton is teaching a three session Intermediate Watercolor Workshop (March 12-March 26)
~Besides the classes above, other art subjects offered at Parks this fall/winter include oils, acrylics,
glass, calligraphy, and more. It's worth perusing your current Parks catalogue. Contact City of
Poulsbo Parks and Recreation 360779-9898 or for the full catalog: www.cityofpoulsbo.com
Ongoing Watercolor Classes with John Adams
The four session watercolor classes are ideal for those wishing to "loosen up" their style with a
seasoned instructor who exhibits widely (John is currently featured at Front St. Gallery in
Poulsbo). For information on his location and dates of his next sessions, contact 2john@earthlink.net
or check the John Adams Design web site. Tuition for four 2-hour sessions is $100.
Exhibit Your Art Online!
We're expanding our PAL web site to include a PAL Members' Gallery. We'll begin by accepting a
single painting image from any member interested. How to submit your painting: If you have
appropriate software, send a jpg. file of the painting to Bill Fulton's email address:
BillFulton2001@yahoo.com. Please include your name, the painting's title and medium, and if you
wish, your email address plus a price for the work. If you need help with the transfer, bring your
painting to a PAL meeting so that either Bill Fulton or Nancy Sefton can take a photo of your art.
Looking For Inspiration
Don't know if this info would be of help to the membership, but these are websites I use:
Royalty free photos: https://www.pexels.com/
Nude figures -not free, but reasonable pricing ($6-$12): https://www.posespace.com/default.aspx
Maggie Huft

Made you laugh but you might have had to look at it twice.

Art Demonstration Recap
Robin Weiss Class a Hit
On February 23rd, fourteen PAL members learned new ways to get the most from acrylics and oils at
the 5-hour workshop sponsored by PAL and spearheaded by Lisa Stowers. Robin Weiss is a
successful oil painter, presently living in Poulsbo, and represented in several noted galleries, one in
Seattle. He opened the class by describing his materials, then painting a small picture as he
explained his personal method step by step. Students were then freed to paint their own chosen
subjects, with Robin circulating through the group offering helpful suggestions. This was yet another
in a series of classes and demonstrations that make PAL membership such a value. Thank You,
Robin, and thank you, Lisa, for arranging this workshop!

Robin Weiss in plein aire mode; Poulsbo from Liberty Bay; classic Ford

Warmer Weather Will Bring Plein Aire Outings
Next for PAL outreach to our members will be some plein aire opportunities at various locations in Kitsap
County. More to follow.

Featuring a PAL Artist

Kathy Jeffers-Pipo
Kathy has lived in Kitsap County most of her life. She was born in Bremerton at the Navy Hospital. She
moved around from Iowa to California and even Australia for three and a half years. Back to Kitsap County
to live on Bainbridge Island where she went to school. Kathy married in 1976 and moved to Suquamish
where she has since lived.
As long as she could remember, art has been a part of her life. She recalls getting in trouble in first grade for
coloring in the little pictures in her math workbook. In fifth grade, the weekly art teacher encouraged her to
paint. Now it is her husband Danny, so supportive of her art, which got her back into painting again.
Kathy has held a variety of jobs over the years: waitress, bartender, maid, housekeeper, janitor restaurant
cashier retail cashier, and most recently, Ace Hardware store clerk.
Her immediate family includes husband Danny, a son, a daughter, a step-daughter, three grandchildren and
two great grandsons.
For the past six years, since discovering Golden Open acrylics, Kathy has been working in that medium.
Prior to that it was watercolors. Barns, old-growth forests and oceans are some of her favorite themes.
Kathy sells her paintings on an average of two a month. She would love to increase that number now that
she has retired, plus do more shows and fairs.
PAL has given her the opportunity to show her work and she enjoys the comradery of other artists.
She is also a member of and shows work at Art SLAM in Silverdale. This group also helps support art in the
schools and community.

’57 Chevy in acrylics
Photos provided by Kathy

Farm near Minder Road in acrylics

Beach scene in watercolor

